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A NOTE ON STIRLING PERMUTATIONS
IRA M. GESSEL
Abstract. In this note we generalize an identity of John Riordan and Robert Donaghey
relating the enumerator for “Stirling permutations” to the Eulerian polynomials.
This paper was written in 1978, but not published until now (May, 2020). I am repro-
ducing the 1978 manuscript here with a few minor corrections.
For r ≥ 1, letQ(r)n be the set of all permutations a1a2 · · · anr of the multiset {1r, 2r, . . . , nr}
such that if i < j < k and ai = ak then aj ≥ ai. For example, a typical permutation in
Q
(3)
4 is
(1) 122211334443.
It will be convenient to let Q
(0)
n be the one-element set containing the unique increasing
permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}; thus, Q(0)4 = {1234}. We take Q(r)0 to be the one-element set
containing the “empty permutation” ∅.
More generally, for any set S of positive integers, we let Q
(r)
S be the analogous set of
permutations of S, so that Q
(r)
n = Q
(r)
{1,2,...,n}. We let Q
(r) =
⋃
S Q
(r)
S , and we call the
elements of Q(r) r-permutations. Thus 1-permutations are ordinary permutations, and
2-permutations are the “Stirling permutations” of [3].
A descent (or fall) of a sequence a1a2 · · · an of integers is an index i for which ai > ai+1.
In addition, we count a “conventional” descent at the end of every nonempty sequence.
The descent number d(pi) is the number of descents of the sequence pi. (Thus d(∅) = 0 and
d(pi) ≥ 1 if pi 6= ∅.)
Now let
A(r)n (t) =
∑
pi∈Q(r)n
td(pi)
and let
A(r)(z) =
∞∑
n=0
A(r)n (t)
zn
n!
.
(Thus A
(1)
n (t) is the ordinary Eulerian polynomial and A(0)(z) = 1 + t(ez − 1).)
A differential equation (analogous to the first formula on page 33 of [3]) for A(r)(z) is
easily obtained: if we remove the 1s from a permutation in Q
(r)
n we obtain a sequence
pi1, pi2, . . . , pir+1 of r-permutations (some of which may be empty). For example, from the
3-permutation (1) we get
∅, 222,∅, 334443.
The descent number of pi is the sum of the descent numbers of the pii unless pir+1 = ∅,
in which case pi has an additional descent. This decomposition leads to the differential
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equation
d
dz
A(r)(z) = [A(r)(z)]r[A(r)(z)− 1] + t[A(r)(z)]r.
Riordan and Donaghey [4] have found a relationship between A(2)(z) and A(1)(z), which
we now generalize to a relationship between A(r)(z) and A(s)(z) for 0 ≤ s < r. This
relationship is a consequence of a decomposition for r-permutations which may be described
most easily with the help of a tree representation of r-permutations due in the case r = 1
to Foata and Strehl [1, 2].
We may represent the decomposition described above for the 3-permutation 122211334443
as
1
∅∅ 222 334443 .
We now iterate this decomposition to obtain the tree
(2)
1
∅ 4∅
∅ ∅ ∅∅
∅∅∅∅∅
∅∅ 2 3
.
Thus an r-permutation pi corresponds to an “(r + 1)-ary increasing tree” T (pi), which we
call an r-tree. (A 0-permutation corresponds to a “unary tree”—thus T (123) is the tree
1
∅
2
3
.)
An important fact is that the descents of pi are easily read off from T (pi). Given a node
in an r-tree, its children are the r + 1 subtrees lying directly under it, ordered from left to
right. Then we observe that only the last occurrence of an integer j in an r-permutation
pi can be “followed by” a descent, and that this will happen if and only if the last child of
j in T (pi) is empty. Thus in the 3-permutation 122211334443 there are descents after 2, 3,
and 4, and in the corresponding tree (2), 2, 3, and 4 have empty last children.
Given an r-tree τ we define its s-skeleton for 0 ≤ s < r to be the s-tree obtained from τ
by deleting the first r − s children (and all their descendants) of each node of τ . Thus the
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2-skeleton of the tree (2) is
1
∅ 4∅
∅∅
∅
∅
∅ ∅
∅2 3
and its 0-skeleton is
1
∅
3
.
It is easy to see that the number of descents of τ is equal to the number of descents of the
s-skeleton and the deleted subtrees. This observation leads to the relationship
A(r)(z) = A(s)
(∫
[A(r)(z)]r−s dz
)
.
(Here
∫
f(z) dz means
∫ z
0
f(u) du, and the outer parentheses on the right indicate functional
composition.) In particular, for s = r − 1 we have
A(r)(z) = A(r−1)
(∫
A(r)(z) dz
)
,
which for r = 2 is Riordan and Donaghey’s identity. The tree representation can also be
used to generalize many of Foata and Strehl’s results [1, 2] to r-permutations.
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